
New Products

Al software repairs PC
hard disks
The Disk Technician automated ar-

tificial intelligence system prevents,
detects, repairs, and recovers hard-disk
media failures before data can be lost on
IBM PCs and compatibles. According to
Prime Solutions Inc., the system takes 60
seconds of daily hands-on operator time
to use.

Disk Technician resides on a 5¼/4-inch
diskette and works on hard and floppy
disks. The program performs automatic
daily, weekly, and monthly hard-disk sys-
tem testing and repairing of individual
bytes on the disk, occupied or not, for
reading, writing, track alignment, and
magnetic retentivity. All unsafe soft er-
rors are either repaired or blocked.
An early warning detection system in

Disk Technician removes unrepairable
marginal areas from use. The Al calibra-
tion and alignment diskette automatical-
ly adjusts Disk Technician to the in-
dividual system being checked and
features a history and analysis function
that "learns" its host system. Pressing P
or Enter/Return produces a printed or
screen report of test results.
An added feature is SafePark, a

memory-resident program that moves
the disk head to a safe zone when there
has been no activity for seven seconds.
In the safe zone data is protected against
loss due to power failure or power spikes
and fluctuations.

Contact Prime Solutions Inc. for
pricing.
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The MicroSpeed FastTrap three-dimensional I/O device has a large tracking surface
considered to be very stable in high-resolution graphics applications. The pointing
device uses a trackball for x,y motion control and a fingerwheel to control the
third, or z, axis. FastTrap has a suggested retail price of $149; delivery is 30 to 60
days ARO.
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Motorola accepts orders for DSP56200 FIR chip

Motorola's Digital Signal Processor
Operations has announced the avail-
ability of its off-the-shelf DSP56200
finite impulse response filter chip for
sampling. Fabricated in 1.5-micrometer
CMOS technology, the DSP56200
features the least mean square adapta-
tion algorithm, which is implemented in
silicon and eliminates the need for ad-
ditional programming.

The FIR chip supports applications in
general digital filtering and data acqui-
sition systems for DSP products; the

company expects it to be particularly
useful in communications products re-
quiring adaptive echo cancelling or linear
phase digital filtering.

The DSP56200 FIR contains two
RAM arrays and a multiply/accumu-
lator. The RAM arrays consist of a
16-bit-by-256 location data RAM and a
24-bit-by-256 location coefficient RAM.
A 40-bit product results from the 16-bit-
by-24-bit multiplier/accumulator.
An 8-bit data bus and three control

lines provide an interface to fast and

slow general-purpose processors. The
DSP56200 operates in dual-channel FIR
filter mode, single-channel FIR filter
mode, or single-channel adaptive filter
mode. It can be cascaded in both the
single-channel FIR and adaptive filter
modes. In standby mode the chip retains
data and coefficient memory and draws
less than ImA of power.

The 28-pin DIP device is priced at
$100. Production quantities are expected
to be available fall 1987.
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